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BY JENNIFER BARGER

BACK IN 1981, when Adams Morgan’s Idle
Time Books (2467 18th St. NW) opened in a
beatup building on Columbia Road (now

home to Chief Ike’s Mambo Room), the
neighborhood was grittier and mellower, says owner
and New Zealand transplant Val Morgan. “There
were more stores and businesses and fewer bars,”
she says. “It was so relaxed and funky.”

The usedbook depot — which Morgan operated
with her husband, Jacques — relocated in 2002 to a
bigwindowed storefront on 18th Street, surrounded
by fratboy nightclubs and pizza joints. Jacques died
in 2012, but the emporium remains a touchstone of
old bohemia. The neatly arranged, handlabeled
stacks hold tomes on leftist politics, old art books
and sci-fi pulp paperbacks with lurid covers
and titles such as “Space Plague” and “Berserker.”
The pulps were a favorite of Jacques, an obsessive
collector. “When I first met him, even his bedroom
was stacked full of books,” Morgan says. The store
still carries up to 40,000 titles at a time, including
newish novels, a small section labeled “Fires/
Firefighter” and rare volumes like a 1937 book of
Disney illustrations.

Like other longtime neighbors, Idle Time goes on
in a rapidly shifting zone of new condos, a recent
wave of serious restaurants and, one of these years, a
boutique hotel in the domed, neoclassical 1912 First
Church of Christ, Scientist.

“It’s thrilling that Idle Time is still there, because
it’s both a refuge and a public gathering space where
you don’t have to pay $5 for a coffee,” says longtime
resident Katie Davis, a writer and broadcaster who
first moved to the neighborhood, at age 9, in 1968.
“People used to gather on the porches here decades
ago, and now the bookstore is a bit like that.”

A quiet, jazzy soundtrack and mismatched library
chairs invite customers to leaf through the wares
before buying. On the mezzanine between the first and
second stories, the biography section also features
houseplants, which trail vines among the book spines.
“There’s a beer and cocktail vibe on most of 18th
Street, but in here there’s this nice, nerdy, quiet
atmosphere,” says Adams Morgan resident Deepa
Venkataraman, who buys funny cards for friends on
the first level and hunts for quirky science books for
her engineer father on the second floor.

Operating a bookstore on a latenight strip does
present challenges. Staffers often step over detritus
from the prior night’s revelry to open the store on
weekend mornings. Still, on a recent Sunday
afternoon, past the handwritten signs banning
cellphones, Idle Time evoked a sepiatoned scene
from a Woody Allen flick. An older man with a
“Phantom of the Opera” tote bag peered at a glassed
in bookcase holding first editions; a 20something
woman in a beanie approached the register with a
stack of cookbooks. “The bars are what everyone
thinks of, but there’s solidarity and an independent
spirit in this neighborhood still,” Morgan says.
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 SMART TIP Idle Time also has a large stock of vintage magazines: Age of Aquarius-era Rolling Stones, obscure art zines, etc.
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High-end
In the early 20th

century, Adams

Morgan’s major

intersection, 18th

and Columbia, was a

posh zone hosting a

French bakery, a

furrier and theaters.

Its name
The area’s moniker is

relatively new. It’s a

mashup of two school

names, the Adams

school and the

Morgan school, and

dates to integration

in the mid-1950s.
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